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Abstract
In this note, an algorithm for 2 X 2 matrix-multiplication is described, and an application of this
is made to 3 X 3 matrix-multiplication.
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1. Introduction

Strassen's algorithm' for multiplying two 2 X 2 mattices, with entries from an arbitrary ring R, involves 7 multiplications and 18 additions (assuming that addition and
subtraction are the same kind of operations). Subsequently, Winograd a discovered
a more efficient algorithm, involving 7 multiplications but only 15 additions. In this
note, we give an alternative algorithm, which also involves 7 multiplications and 15
additions, and a combination of the two algorithms is applied to 3 x 3 matrix-multiplication.
2. Algorithm
Let

A= [au anil
a21 a22

and

b12
[bu
B= un
h 4522

1
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1 <1 JC 2. Then, the alternative algorithm is
c
R,
o
,
b
ao
given
be matrices, where
by the identities below:
,

b21 ) A" (a l:2 — a11
11,) (11,21 b22)
b22)1 4' (an — an)
(b21

au k/ + a 12b21 = t
ai bl 2 ± a12b22 t

an)
(a 12
an, [(b12
b11)

a211)11 a22b21 = t

b11 gan — au) ± (a12 — a22)]

(a1 2 — a n) 021

L

un)

b22)). The term a nhu 422b
where t = a22 b22 + (a u — (an — an)) (1'.13. +
computed as it is. If intermediate results are appropriately saved, it is easy tosa t:
that the algorithm requires 7 multiplications and 15 additions.

3. Application
To compute the product of the matrices, P = [p o ] and Q

=

[q v ], po, q 3, c R,1(

.14 3, we have to compute the terms E po g o:, l< i,k< 3. This can be done in 25
ict
multiplications, by combining Winograd's scheme with ours.

We first note that in Winograd's algorithm the term a libi, + an bn of the probe
.-1B is computed as it is.
The partial sums ±

Flan P121 and
LP71.

P22

qjk,

1 i,

k.C. 2, can be computed by multiplying the matricer

qu 6'12
4'21 / 22

according to the above algorithm in 7 multiplications. The partial sums Ei2,04.
2‘, 4 k< 3, can be computed by multiplying the matrices
P22

P32

P231 and
Pad

[4722
1132

233
gni

by Winograd's algorithm in 6 more multiplications, since p 22 q22 is available NO
an
first step; 12 more multiplications re needed to compute all the terms of
this brings the tally to 25. This r suit was found by Gastinel 3 in a more involo
way.
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